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•  Looking to better understand 
your target market?

•  Improve your competitive 
edge in the marketplace?

• Cut your advertising costs?

SMR Market Research Services
®
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Research success in 5 easy steps
SMR works on a five-step process in delivering our  

quality market research services:

5 Use Research 
Findings to

2 Plan & 
Design

We create a research Plan outlining 
the proposed research project. 

Draft copies of research designs are 
created for review and final versions 
approved for implementation. 
Designs are tailored to collate data 
to meet the research objectives.

1 Review & 
Scope

We consider your business, its health 
and the market in which it operates.

We develop in conjunction with you a 
full project scope including identifying 
and defining clear research and 
project objectives and outcomes.

• Form the basis of a great marketing plan

• Clearly identify your target market

• Minimise advertising costs

4 Analysis &  
Reporting

We use advanced statistical analysis 
software to analyse and interpret 
the data in order to create a tailored 
report to best meet your research 
objectives from the data available. 

We report the findings, and give 
interpretation and actionable  
recommendations based on our  
experience and your business  
objectives.

3 Data 
Collection

A variety of data collection 
methodologies will be considered 
and a combination used depending 
upon the research objectives.

• Phone survey  
• Face to face  
• Focus groups  
• Mail Survey  
• Phantom shops
• Community consultation  
• Online Surveys
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DEBRA BAMBROOK    
Managing Director
MMktg; Grad Dip (Bus Mktg), BEd

Debra is a senior marketing professional with over 
15 years of experience across a range of industries, 
including 10 years in property marketing roles 
with Delfin Ltd., Macquarie Bank and SMR. Debra’s 
experience is enhanced by her academic qualifications 
and her research work has been published 
internationally. Debra has also held a lecturer position 
in the UK where she became a specialist in sustainable 
marketing in addition to her strong marketing 
communications, research, marketing planning, 
strategic and tactical marketing skills. 

Debra is passionate about delivering superior 
marketing based on sophisticated marketing research 
that forms the basis for the development of marketing 
plans that very specifically, and confidently, target 
the market. Debra’s work at SMR over the past 2 
years is testimony to this ethos. When combined with 
innovative creative and outstanding tactical delivery, 
this approach achieves optimal results for clients while 
minimising advertising costs.

BETH DUNGEY    
Senior Market Research Consultant
BC (Commerce), BA, QPMR, Member Australian Market  
and Social Research Society.

Beth has over 20 years of experience in all facets of 
market research. Her experience includes managing 
the market research function at SGIO and at Bank 
West where she acquired extensive experience in 
customer service and satisfaction research; business 
to business research, new product development 
research, corporate image research; and advertising, 
direct marketing and communications development, 
evaluation and tracking research. Beth commenced 
work with SMR in 2006 and has been responsible for 
building an extensive body of market research for 

SMR’s clients. Her succinct interpretation and reporting 
of research findings provides clients with valuable 
insights and market intelligence that is statistically 
substantiated and reliable. This intelligence forms the 
basis of highly targeted marketing plans. 

KATE PASCOE    
Marketing Consultant
MA (Mktg), CIMPost Grad Dip Mktg, Higher National Dip  
(Bus Mktg)

Kate is a results-orientated business and marketing 
professional who is CIM (Chartered Institute of 
Marketing) qualified with an MA in Marketing. 
Originally from the UK, Kate brings with her a wealth 
of knowledge and experience across a broad range of 
business sectors and marketing disciplines gained from 
both here in Australia and in the UK. 

Kate’s expertise encompasses marketing strategy, 
marketing administration and budgeting through 
to event management, e-commerce and marketing 
communications. Kate’s highly developed skills provide 
SMR with very organized, marketing- focused basis 
and the versatility required to meet the needs of each 
different project SMR undertakes.

CALLY BROWNING    
Art Director
BA. (Design) 

Mixing a love of travel with art direction, Cally has 
worked in design for prestigious agencies in Hong 
Kong, Tokyo, Melbourne and Perth for the past 15 
years. Cally’s graphic design experience and expertise 
encompasses advertising design, website design, 
branding with consistency across all mediums, 
corporate graphics, illustration and book design. Cally’s 
experience includes work for a variety of clients across 
a number of industries including property. Her creative 
skills have added the final piece of the jigsaw for SMR 
enabling it to deliver the full range of high level marketing 
services, including innovative creative for its clients.

SMR People
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From scoping research needs, to planning and carrying out 
research, to full analysis and reporting with recommendations, 

SMR optimizes marketing outcomes for its clients.

SMR Market Research Services

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
Debra Bambrook, Managing Director. ✆ 0478 020 533  
e: debra.bambrook@smr1.com.au.  
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